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Giving control back to data owners: GFT acquires minority stake in 

start-up One Creation 

 

■ USA-based start-up One Creation makes enforcement, management and monetisation of digital 

data rights safe and easy 

■ GFT is co-developing the platform and acquires minority stake in the company 

■ GFT and One Creation cooperate on approaching clients in industries from the financial sector to 

healthcare providers and movie studios, helping them monetise data rights in full compliance 

■ New revenue streams in fast growing market for digital rights management accelerate GFT’s 

ongoing growth course and support good start into 2021 

 

Stuttgart, 26 January, 2020 – GFT Technologies and One Creation are announcing that GFT is 

acquiring a minority stake in the data rights start-up. The two companies are collaborating on 

technology development and approaching potential clients to help them monetise their data 

and digital rights while ensuring compliance, control, and security. 

Data is the new oil –there is near-universal consensus that gathering and monetising data and digital 
rights is a crucial factor for the continued success of companies in virtually all industries and sectors. 
Data is being misused; new data and business insights are growing but there is no safe way to share 
and monetize these rights beyond the first party that consumes it or in close-ended environments. 
Enterprises are struggling to provide transparency and automatic consent management to allow for 
compliance with privacy regulations such as GDPR or to meet Open Banking standards, or just to 
differentiate their service by providing full transparency and control of data rights to their users. 
 
Many companies struggle to control the access and use of their own data. Organizations’ internal data 
rights can be violated, which leads to less data sharing. Challenges include ever-more stringent data 
protection and safety regulations as well as the growing danger of cyber-attacks resulting in data 
leaks. Equally challenging are technical issues, such as usage transparency of data that is sitting in 
different databases and being saved in various formats, even within the same organisation.  
 
One Creation has committed itself to solving these issues with their ground-breaking platform, using 
DAML smart contract technology which has been co-developed by GFT. Prospects for the young 
company are bright: 7.5 septillion gigabytes of data are generated every single day. Protecting the 
digital rights of this data is a massive target market1 and One Creation is already conducting several 
pilot projects with Fortune 100 early adopters. 

“One Creation is meeting an unfulfilled demand for an enterprise platform-as-a-service that allows 

companies to regain control, monetise, and seamlessly distribute data and digital rights through a 

 
1 The digital data rights management market is set to reach USD 8.77 billion by 2026, with a compound annual growth rate of 

21,3%. The global data monetization market is expected to reach USD 7.34 billion by 2027. Sources: 

Digital Rights Management Market Size, Share, Trends & Forecast (verifiedmarketresearch.com) 

Data Monetization Market Size Worth $7.34 Billion By 2027 | CAGR: 24.1%: Grand View Research, Inc. 

https://www.verifiedmarketresearch.com/product/digital-rights-management-market/#:~:text=Digital%20Rights%20Management%20Market%20was,market%20for%20the%20forecast%20period
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/data-monetization-market-size-worth-7-34-billion-by-2027--cagr-24-1-grand-view-research-inc-301125275.html#:~:text=8%2C%202020%20%2FPRNewswire%2F%20--,organizations%20to%20increase%20their%20revenue
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decentralised secure data supply chain,” added Zohar Hod, CEO of One Creation. “We give control 

over data and rights back to the owner.” Hod continued that data governance, privacy and safety are 

quickly becoming key differentiators in enterprises’ appeal to consumers: “We think we can help 

enterprises use data and digital rights to make even more attractive offers to their customers – while at 

the same time taking data safety and privacy to new levels. This approach will become a “must have” 

for new business models such as Open Banking, but also established ones where data governance, 

security and regulatory compliance are key, like record-keeping, music rights, and even social media 

use of personal data.” Beyond governance, security and compliance, One Creation is also facilitating 

the monetisation of digital rights. “Our platform enables digital rights owners – say, music publishers or 

movie studios – to define who should be allowed to use their assets and under what conditions, and 

then enforces and tracks these rules through multiple ecosystems.” 

In addition to becoming a shareholder, GFT also played a key role in developing One Creation’s 

technology. “GFT is the ideal partner for us because of their comprehensive expertise with smart 

contract technology, and other next-generation technologies required to complete this challenging 

project.” explained Hod.  

Marika Lulay, CEO of GFT, was also delighted with the new relationship: “One Creation has come up 

with a clever and powerful solution to some of the biggest challenges facing the digital economy today 

and in the foreseeable future. I am overjoyed that GFT has co-developed the platform and I think One 

Creation has a very exciting future. Their solution is especially interesting for banks and insurance 

companies, and of course, with our decades of experience in and deep knowledge of those sectors, it 

is only logical that we should approach them together. This way, we can help businesses make much 

better use of their data and digital rights to really tap into those ‘oil wells of the 21st century.’” Lulay 

continued: ““GFT’s core business performance is on track to deliver as expected and given we 

currently register a good start into 2021 we are very optimistic about our future.” 

 

 

This press release is also available for download via the GFT newsroom  
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About One Creation 

One Creation has an innovative offering that provides the platform and toolkits to control and enforce 

your data digital rights to monetize your valuable data.  Our service is available to enterprises and 

individuals in all industry segments through a Platform-as-a-Service application and is built using 

sophisticated and patented components.  

https://www.gft.com/int/en/index/company/newsroom/gft-news/
mailto:markus.j.mueller@gft.com
mailto:info@one-creation.com
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www.one-creation.com 

 

 

About GFT: 

GFT is driving the digital transformation of the world’s leading companies in the financial and 
insurance sectors, as well as in the manufacturing industry. As an IT services and software 
engineering provider, GFT offers strong consulting and development skills across all aspects of 
pioneering technologies, such as cloud engineering, artificial intelligence, mainframe modernisation 
and the Internet of Things for Industry 4.0. 

With its in-depth technological expertise, profound market know-how and strong partnerships, GFT 
implements scalable IT solutions to increase productivity. This provides clients with faster access to 
new IT applications and innovative business models, while also reducing risk. 

Founded in 1987 and located in 15 countries to ensure close proximity to its clients, GFT employs 
6,000 people. GFT provides them with career opportunities in all areas of software engineering and 
innovation. The GFT Technologies SE share is listed in the Prime Standard segment of the Frankfurt 
Stock Exchange (ticker: GFT-XE). 

www.gft.com 

 

http://www.one-creation.com/
https://www.gft.com/int/en/index/company/investor-relations/share/

